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Abstract
A spanner is reliable if it can withstand large, catastrophic failures in the network. More
precisely, any failure of some nodes can only cause a small damage in the remaining graph in
terms of the dilation, that is, the spanner property is maintained for almost all nodes in the
residual graph. Constructions of reliable spanners of near linear size are known in the low-
dimensional Euclidean settings. Here, we present new constructions of reliable spanners for
planar graphs, trees and (general) metric spaces.
1. Introduction
Let G “ pV,Eq be a weighted graph, where the vertices of the graph are points in some underlying
metric space pP,dq, and the edges are weighted with the distances of their endpoints. For some
t ě 1, the graph G is a t-spanner , if for any pair of vertices u, v P V we have dGpu, vq ď t ¨ dpu, vq,
where dGpu, vq is the length of the shortest path between u and v in G, and dpu, vq is the distance
in the metric space between u and v. Spanners are well-studied objects [Pel00, NS07].
Fault tolerant spanners. An important property of spanners is whether they can withstand
failures of their vertices. The basic notion that captures this is fault tolerance [CLNS15, LNS98,
LNS02, Luk99, Sol14]. A graph G is a k-fault tolerant t-spanner, if for any subset of vertices B,
with |B| ď k, the graph GzB is a t-spanner. The disadvantage of fault tolerance is that there is no
guarantee if more than k vertices are deleted from the graph, and the size of a fault tolerant graph
grows linearly with k. Thus, it is not suitable if massive failures can occur in the network.
Reliable spanners. An alternative is reliable spanners – for a parameter ϑ ą 0, a ϑ-reliable
t-spanner has the property that for any failure set B, the residual graph GzB is a t-spanner for
V zB`, where B` Ě B is some set such that |B`| ď p1` ϑq |B|. In the standard mode, the attack
is constructed after the spanner is constructed. In the oblivious (or randomized) case, the attack
set is constructed without knowing the spanner itself. See Section 2 for the precise definitions.
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Constructions of ϑ-reliable ∆-spanners
metric ∆ guarantee size ref
Uniform
2 expectation Opnϑ´1 log ϑ´1q Lemma 3.1
t det. lower bound Ωpn1`1{tq Lemma 3.2
2t´ 1 deterministic O`ϑ´2t ¨ n1`1{t˘ Lemma 3.8
Finite metrics
Oplog nq expectation O`ϑ´1n polylog˘ Lemma 5.3
Optq expectation O`ϑ´1t ¨ n1`1{t polylog˘ Lemma 5.3
Opt log nq deterministic O`ϑ´2t ¨ n1`1{t polylog˘ Lemma 5.4
Opt2q deterministic O`ϑ´2t3 ¨ n1`1{t polylog˘ Lemma 5.4
Ultrametrics
2` ε expectation O`ϑ´1ε´2n polylog˘ Lemma 5.5
p2` εqt´ 1 deterministic O`ϑ´2ε´3t ¨ n1`1{t polylog˘ Lemma 5.6
Trees
3` ε expectation O`ϑ´1ε´2n polylog˘ Lemma 5.7
p4` εqt´ 3 deterministic O`ϑ´2ε´3t ¨ n1`1{t polylog˘ Lemma 5.8
Planar graphs
3` ε expectation O`ϑ´1ε´4n polylog˘ Lemma 5.9
p4` εqt´ 3 deterministic Opϑ´2ε´6t ¨ n1`1{t polylogq Lemma 5.10
Table 1.1: Our results. Polylog factors are polynomial factors in logn and log Φ, where Φ is the
spread of the metric. For trees and planar graphs, these results are for graphs with weights on the
edges.
Results for reliable spanners are only known in the geometric setting. For any point set
P Ď Rd, and for any constants ϑ, ε P p0, 1q, one can construct a ϑ-reliable p1`εq-spanner with only
O`n log n loglog6 n˘ edges [BHO19a]. The number of edges can be further reduced by using the re-
laxed notion of reliable spanners. For any point set P Ď Rd and parameters ϑ, ε P p0, 1q, one can con-
struct an oblivious p1`εq-spanner that is ϑ-reliable in expectation and hasOpn loglog2 n logloglog nq
edges [BHO19b].
The problem. The goal of this paper is to extend these results to general metric spaces. A finite
metric space can be represented as a weighted graph. Let H “ pP,Eq be a weighted graph over a
set P of n vertices. The graph H defines a finite metric space pP, dHq, where the distance dHpp, qq
between two points p, q P P is the length of the shortest path between p and q in the graph H.
Our results. In Section 3, we give constructions of reliable spanners for the most basic case –
namely, the uniform metric. A uniform metric is a metric where all pairwise distances are the
same (as is the case in an unweighted clique). We show a simple construction of a 2-spanner
that is reliable in expectation and has linear size. We also show that in the non-oblivious (i.e.,
deterministic) case we need significantly more edges, by giving a lower bound of Ωpn1`1{tq for a
reliable t-spanner. We present a matching construction of a deterministic p2t ´ 1q-spanner with
(roughly) Ωpn1`1{tq edges. The problem for the uniform metric seems to be connected somehow to
Erdo˝s’ girth conjecture [Erd64], and results for (regular) spanners for graphs “enjoy” similar gaps
between the lower and upper bounds known.
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In Section 4, we veer into a problem that seems unrelated – computing a cover of a metric space
by clusters, such that for any pair of points, there is a cluster that contains the two points, and
its diameter is not “too large” compared to this distance. It is easy to see that such covers must
have logarithmic dependency on the spread of the metric, see Lemma 4.2. Intuitively, a metric has
a small cover if it can be approximated well with a few uniform metrics, and it can be viewed as
another measure of the complexity of a given metric. While covers are closely related to partitions,
they are not quite the same.
Known random partitions readily yield covers with Oplog nq-blowup. But one can use known
results to get sublogarithmic blowup [MN07]. For other cases like ultrametrics, trees and planar
graphs one can do better – specifically, one can get 1 ` ε-blowup for ultrametrics. For trees and
planar graphs one gets 2 ` ε-blowup, with near linear number of clusters. For planar graphs,
known partitions have much larger gap, which makes these results quite interesting. An important
property of these constructions (for trees and planar graphs) of covers, is that every point in
the metric participates only in a poly-logarithmic number of clusters (this poly-logarithmic term
depends both on n and the spread Φ).
In Section 5, we return to our problem, showing that covers can be converted into reliable
spanners. Essentially, we apply the oblivious and deterministic constructions for the uniform metric
to each cluster of the cover. Plugging these two conversion schemes into the covers constructed
yields various results, summarized in Table 1.1.
Paper contribution. We study the problem of constructing reliable spanners for metrics, a
problem that was not studied before. The only previous related work we are aware of is by
Bose et al. [BDMS13], which introduced and studied the problem in a different regime in the
Euclidean space, where the damaged set can be significantly bigger (say of size |B|2). We also in-
troduce the systematic study of covers for metrics, which we believe to be of independent interest.
Paper organization. In Section 2 we define various notations such as metric spaces and reliable
spanners. In Section 3.1 we show a reliable 2-spanner construction for the uniform metric. In
the non-oblivious (i.e., deterministic) case, we give a lower bound (Section 3.2), which shows that
significantly more edges are needed to achieve reliability. In Section 3.3 we give an upper bound
using expanders in a hierarchical structure. We then construct covers for various metrics in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, we show how to convert covers into reliable spanners, and present the various
constructions of reliable spanners for various metrics, such as trees, planar graphs, and general
finite metrics.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Metric spaces
For a set X, a function d : X2 Ñ R, is a metric if it is symmetric, complies with the triangle
inequality, and dpp, qq “ 0 ðñ p “ q. A metric space is a pair M “ pX, dq, where d is a metric.
For a point p P X, and a radius r, the ball of radius r is the set
bpp, rq “ tq P X | dpp, qq ď ru .
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For a finite set X Ď X, the diameter of X is
diampXq “ diamMpXq “ max
p,qPX dpp, qq,
and the spread of X is ΦpXq “ diampXqminp,qPX,p‰q dpp,qq . A metric space M “ pX, dq is finite , if X is a
finite set. In this case, we use Φ “ ΦpXq to denote the spread of the (finite) metric.
A natural way to define a metric space is to consider a graph G “ pV,Eq with positive weights
on the edges. The shortest path metric of G, denoted by dG, assigns for any two points p, q P V
the length of the shortest path between p and q in the graph. Thus, any graph G readily induces
the finite metric space pV pGq, dGq. If the graph is unweighted, then all the edges have weight 1.
A tree metric is a shortest path metric defined over a graph that is a tree.
2.2. Reliable spanners
Definition 2.1. For a metric space M “ pP,dq, a graph H “ pP,Eq is a t-spanner , if for any
p, q P P , we have that dpp, qq ď dHpp, qq ď t ¨ dpp, qq.
An attack on a graph G is a set of vertices B that fail, and no longer can be used. An attack
is oblivious, if the set B is picked without any knowledge of G.
Definition 2.2 (Reliable spanner). Let G “ pP,Eq be a t-spanner for some t ě 1 constructed by a
(possibly) randomized algorithm. Given an attack B, its damaged set B` is a set of smallest
possible size, such that for any pair of vertices p, q P P zB`, we have
dGzBpp, qq ď t ¨ dGpp, qq,
that is, distances are preserved (up to a factor of t) for all pairs of points not contained in B`. The
quantity |B`zB| is the loss of G under the attack B. The loss rate of G is λpG,Bq “ |B`zB| { |B|.
For ϑ P p0, 1q, the graph G is ϑ-reliable (in the deterministic or non-oblivious setting), if λpG,Bq ď
ϑ holds for any attack B Ď P . Furthermore, the graph G is ϑ-reliable in expectation (or in the
oblivious model), if ErλpG,Bqs ď ϑ holds for any oblivious attack B Ď P .
Remark. The damaged set B` is not necessarily unique, since there might be freedom in choosing
the point to include in B` for a pair that does not have a t-path in GzB.
2.3. Miscellaneous
For a graph G, and a set of vertices Y Ď V pGq, let ΓpY q “ tx P V pGq | xy P EpGq and y P Y u
denote the neighbors of Y in G.
Definition 2.3. For a collection of sets F , and an element x, let degpx,Fq “ |tX P F | x P Xu|
denote the degree of x in F . The maximum degree of any element of F is the depth of F .
Notations. We use P ` p “ P Y tpu and P ´ p “ P ztpu. Similarly, for a graph G, and a vertex
p, let G´ p denote the graph resulting from removing p.
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3. Uniform metric
Let P be a set of n points and pP,dq be a metric space equipped with the uniform metric, that is,
for all distinct pairs p, q P P , we have that dpp, qq is the same quantity. Note, that n´ 1 edges are
enough to achieve a 2-spanner for the uniform metric by using the star graph.
3.1. A randomized construction for the oblivious case
Construction. Let ϑ P p0, 1q be a fixed parameter. Set k “ 2 Pϑ´1 log ϑ´1T ` 1 and sample k
points from P uniformly at random (with replacement). Let C Ď P be the resulting set of center
points. For each point p P C, build the star graph ˙p “ pP, tpq | q P P ´ puq, where p is the center
of the star. The constellation of C is the graph ˚ “ ŤpPC ˙p, which is the union of the star
graphs induced by centers in C.
Lemma 3.1. The constellation ˚, defined above, is ϑ-reliable 2-spanner in expectation, with Opnϑ´1 log ϑ´1q
edges.
Proof: Let B Ď P be an oblivious attack, and let b “ |B|. If there is a point of C that is not in B,
then there is a center point outside of the attack set, which provides 2-hop paths between all pairs
of points in the residual graph. On the other hand, if C Ď B, then the residual graph contains only
isolated vertices. If p1 ` ϑqb ě n then there is nothing to prove. Thus, since b{n ď 1{p1 ` ϑq and
1{p1` ϑq ď 1´ ϑ{2, we have
ErλpG,Bqs “ 0PrC Ę Bs ` n´ b
b
PrC Ď Bs ď n
b
ˆ
b
n
˙k
ď 1p1` ϑqk´1 ď exp
´
´pk ´ 1q
2
ϑ
¯
ď ϑ.
As for the number of edges, ˚ has at most kpn´ 1q edges, since ˚ is the union of k stars and
each star has n´ 1 edges. Thus, by the choice of k, the size of ˚ is Opnϑ´1 log ϑ´1q.
3.2. Lower bound for a deterministic construction
In the non-oblivious setting , the attacker knows the constructed graph G when choosing the attack
set B.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a ϑ-reliable t-spanner on P for the uniform metric, where ϑ P p0, 1q and
t ě 1. Then, in the non-oblivious setting, G must have Ωpn1`1{tq edges.
Proof: The attack set B contains all nodes that have degree at least ∆, where ∆ “ n1{t{4. Note
that ∆|B| ď 2|E|. There are two cases. If |B| ą n{4, then the claim follows, as |E| ě ∆ |B| {2 “
Ωpn1`1{tq.
Otherwise, |B| ď n{4, and there is a set Q Ď P of nodes of the residual graph, with size at least
n´p1`ϑq |B| ě n{2, such that there is a t-hop path between all pairs of vertices of Q. Let p P P zB
be an arbitrary vertex. Observe, that in the residual graph GzB, we have |bpp, tq| ď ∆t ď n{4,
since the maximum degree is bounded by ∆. However, by the reliability requirement, all the points
reachable from p, must be in a ball of radius t around it (since the underlying metric is uniform).
As such, we have n{4 ě |bpp, tq| ě |Q| ě n{2. A contradiction.
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Remark 3.3. Erdo˝s’ girth conjecture is that there exists a graph G with n vertices and Ωpn1`1{kq
edges, with a girth ě 2k ` 1, where the girth of G is the length of the shortest cycle in G. A
variant of the proof of Lemma 3.2 shows a counterpart – any graph with Ωpn1`1{kq edges has girth
ď 2k ` 1.
3.3. A deterministic construction of a reliable spanner for the uniform metric
Here, we present a construction (using expanders) that is close to being tight.
Construction. The following expander lemma is a minor variant of known constructions.
Lemma 3.4 ([BHO19a]). Let L,R be two disjoint sets, with a total of n elements, and let ξ P
p0, 1q be a parameter. One can build a bipartite graph G “ pL Y R,Eq with Opn{ξ2q edges, such
that
(I) for any subset X Ď L, with |X| ě ξ|L|, we have that |ΓpXq| ą p1´ ξq|R|, and
(II) for any subset Y Ď R, with |Y | ě ξ|R|, we have that |ΓpY q| ą p1´ ξq|L|.
Let t ě 1 and ϑ P p0, 1q be fixed parameters and suppose that n1{t is an integer. We define a
tree T that contains the n points in its leaves and has exactly t` 1 levels. Level 0 corresponds to
the leaves, and in level k each node has exactly n1{t children from level k´1, for k “ 1, . . . , t. Note
that each level corresponds to a partition of P . At level k, each cluster (i.e., tree node) is of size
nk{t, and there are n1´k{t clusters (i.e., nodes) at this level. For a node u P T , let v1, . . . , vm be the
children of u, and let Pu be the set of leaves of the subtree rooted at u. We construct the graph Gu
to be the union of bipartite expanders between Pvi and Pvj , for 1 ď i ă j ď m, using Lemma 3.4,
with parameter
ξ “ ϑ{8.
The graph G is the union of graphs Gu for all internal nodes u P T .
3.3.1. Analysis
Lemma 3.5. The graph G, defined above, has Opϑ´2t ¨ n1`1{tq edges.
Proof: Let u P T be a node in level k, where 1 ď k ď t. The graph Gu contains O
`
n2{t
˘
expanders
of size O`ϑ´2 ¨ npk´1q{t˘. There are n1´k{t nodes in level k. Thus, the total number of edges on
level k is O`n2{t ¨ ϑ´2 ¨ npk´1q{t ¨ n1´k{t˘ “ O`ϑ´2 ¨ n1`1{t˘. By summing up for all levels we obtain
the desired bound.
Fix an arbitrary attack set B Ď P . A node u P T is damaged , if |Pu XB| ě p1 ´ ϑ{2q |Pu|
(i.e., most of the nodes in the subtree of u are in the attack set). Let B` be all the points of P ,
that get removed when one removes all the subtrees rooted at damaged nodes.
Lemma 3.6. Let B` be the set defined above. We have |B`| ď p1` ϑq |B|.
Proof: Let S be the set of damaged nodes of T . Consider the largest subset S1 Ď S where all
nodes are maximal in the sense that they do not have any ancestors in S. Notice, that for any two
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nodes u, v P S1 the sets Pu and Pv are disjoint, and |Pu XB| ě p1 ´ ϑ{2q |Pu| holds for all u P S.
Furthermore, the attack set B is fully covered by YuPS1Pu. Thus, we haveˇˇ
B`
ˇˇ “ ÿ
uPS1
|Pu| ď 1
1´ ϑ{2
ÿ
uPS1
|Pu XB| “ 1
1´ ϑ{2 |B| ď p1` ϑq |B| .
Let pp, `q denote the ball of radius ` centered at p in the graph GzB. For a point p P P , let
upp, `q be the node in the tree that is the ancestor of p that is ` hops upward toward the root. For
a point p P P and ` ě 1, let
βpp, `q “ ˇˇPupp,`q XB ˇˇ MˇˇPupp,`q ˇˇ, and ωpp, `q “ ˇˇPupp,`q Xpp, `qˇˇMˇˇPupp,`q ˇˇ,
be the ratio of attack points in Pupp,`q, and the ratio of `-reachable survivors from p in Pupp,`q,
respectively.
Lemma 3.7. For any p P P zB`, and any ` “ 1, . . . , t, we have ωpp, `q ě 3ϑ{8, where t is the
height of T .
Proof: Fix a point p P P zB` and let u` “ upp, `q, for ` “ 1, . . . , t. Since p is not in B`, it follows
that β` “ βpp, `q ď 1´ ϑ{2, for ` “ 1, . . . , t. We claim, that for any `, we have that
ω` “ ωpp, `q ě 1´ ϑ{8´ β`. (3.1)
If this holds, then we have ω` ě 1´ ϑ{8´ p1´ ϑ{2q “ 3ϑ{8.
For ` “ 1, the subgraph built in this level is a clique over the children of u1. As such, pp, 1q X
Pu1 “ Pu1zB, and thus ω1 “ 1´ β1 ě 1´ ϑ{8´ β1.
Assume that Eq. (3.1) holds for all indices up to `. The subgraph built at node u``1 is a clique
of expanders over its children. Let X be the set of children of u``1 in T . In particular, for a
node x P X ´ u`, we have that there is a bipartite expander between Pu` and Px. By induction,
ω` ě 3ϑ{8. By the expander property, we have that |Γppp, `qq X Px| { |Px| ą 1´ ϑ{8. As such, we
have
ωx “ |pp, `` 1q X Px| { |Px| ě 1´ ϑ{8´ βx,
where βx “ |Px XB| { |Px|. We have, by Eq. (3.1) for `, that
ω``1 ě |Pu` |ˇˇ
Pu``1
ˇˇω` ` ÿ
xPX´u`
|Px|ˇˇ
Pu``1
ˇˇωx ě 1´ ϑ{8´ β``1,
since |Pu` | “ |Px|, for all x P X. This implies Eq. (3.1) for `` 1, and thus the lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let ϑ P p0, 1q and t ě 1 be fixed parameters. The graph G, defined above, is a
ϑ-reliable p2t´ 1q-spanner with O`ϑ´2t ¨ n1`1{t˘ edges.
Proof: The size of G follows from Lemma 3.5. The set B` has size at most p1`ϑq |B| by Lemma 3.6.
Thus, it is enough to show there is a p2t ´ 1q-path between all pairs of points p, q P P zB`. Let
p, q be two such points, and let k be the lowest level where they are contained in the same subtree
(i.e., cluster). Denote u and v the nodes of T on level k ´ 1 that contain p and q in their subtrees,
respectively. By Lemma 3.7, we have
|pp, k ´ 1q X Pu| ě 3ϑ{8 |Pu| and |pq, k ´ 1q X Pv| ě 3ϑ{8 |Pv| .
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Since u and v have the same parent, there is a bipartite expander between Pu and Pv. Thus, the
neighborhood of pp, k ´ 1q in Pv has size at least p1´ ϑ{8q |Pv|. This implies that pp, k ´ 1q andpq, k ´ 1q are connected, since 1´ ϑ{8` 3ϑ{8 ą 1. Therefore, there is a p2k ´ 1q-path from p to
q, where k ď t.
Remark 3.9. It seems natural to conjecture that one should be able to construct a better reliable
spanner by using directly an expander of high degree (i.e., n1{t). And that in such a graph the
shortest path would be of length t. A similar behavior is known for spanners, where it believed
that any t-spanner requires Ωpn1`1{tq edges in the worst case [ABS+20], see Remark 3.3.
3.3.2. The result
We can use the above construction on any metric space, yielding the following general result.
Theorem 3.10. Let M “ pX,dq be a metric space, and let P Ď X be a finite subset of size n.
Given an integer parameter t ą 0, and a parameter ϑ P p0, 1q, one can construct a weighted graph
G on P , such that:
(A) The graph G has |EpGq| “ O`ϑ´2t ¨ n1`1{t˘ edges.
(B) The graph G is ϑ-reliable. Namely, given any attack B, there exists a subset Q Ď P , such
that |Q| ě |P | ´ p1` ϑq |B X P |. Furthermore, for any two points p, q P Q, we have
dpp, qq ď dG´Bpp, qq ď p2t´ 1qdiamMpP q,
and the path realizing it has 2t´ 1 hops.
In particular, G has hop diameter ď 2t´ 1, and diameter ď p2t´ 1qdiamMpP q.
4. Covers for trees, bounded spread metrics, and planar graphs
4.1. Preliminaries
Definition 4.1. For a finite metric space M “ pP, dq, a t-cover , is a family of subsets C “
tSi Ď P | i “ 1, . . .mu, such that for any p, q P P , there exists an index i, such that p, q P Si,
and
diampSiq{t ď dpp, qq ď diampSiq.
The size of a cover C is řSPC |S|. For a point p P P , its degree in C, is the number of sets of P
that contain it. The depth of C is the maximum degree of any element of P , and is denoted by
DpCq.
Unfortunately, in the worst case, the depth of any cover and its size must depend on the spread
of the metric.
Lemma 4.2. For any parameter t ą 1, any integer h ą 1, and Φ “ th, there exists a metric
M “ pP,dq of n points, such that
(I) ΦpP q “ Φ, and
(II) any t-cover C of P has size Ωpn logt Φq “ Ωpnhq, average degree ě h{2, and depth h.
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Proof: For simplicity of exposition, assume that h divides n. Let Pi be a set of n{h points, such
that the distance between any pair of points of Pi is `i “ pt ` εqi, for some fixed small ε ą 0, for
i “ 1, . . . , h. Furthermore, assume that the distance between any point of Pi and any point of Pj ,
for i ă j, is `j .
Let P “ YPi, and observe that the distance function defined above is a metric (it is the union
of uniform metrics of different resolutions). Now, consider any t-cover C of P . The rank of a cluster
C P C, is the highest j, such that Pj X C ‰ H. We can assume that all the clusters of C have
at least two points, as otherwise they can be removed. For any index j P rhs, any point p P Pj
and any point q P Yji“1Pi ´ p, by definition, there exists a cluster C P C, such that p, q P C, and
diampCq ď t ¨ `j , since dpp, qq “ `j . It follows that C can not contain any point of Yhi“j`1Pi.
Namely, the rank of C is j.
If there are two clusters of rank j in C, then we can merge them, since merging does not increase
their diameter, and such an operation does not increase the size of the cover, and the degrees of
its elements. As such, in the end of this process, the cover C has h clusters, and for any j P rhs,
there is a cluster Cj P C that is of rank j, and contains (exactly) all the elements of Yji“1Pi.
Namely, C “ tC1, . . . , Chu, where Cj “ Yji“1Pi. It is easy to verify that this cover has the desired
properties.
4.2. Cover for ultrametrics
Definition 4.3. A hierarchically well-separated tree (HST ) is a metric space defined on the
leaves of a rooted tree T . To each vertex u P T there is associated a label ∆u ě 0. This label is
zero for all the leaves of T , and it is a positive number for all the interior nodes. The labels are
such that if a vertex u is a child of a vertex v, then ∆u ď ∆v. The distance between two leaves
x, y P T is defined as ∆lcapx,yq, where lcapx, yq is the least common ancestor of x and y in T . An
HST T is a k-HST if for all vertices v P T , we have that ∆v ď ∆ppvq{k, where ppvq is the parent of
v in T .
HSTs are one of the simplest non-trivial metrics, and surprisingly, general metrics can be em-
bedded (randomly) to trees with expected distortion Oplog nq [Bar98, FRT04].
Definition 4.4. A metric M “ pP,dq is an ultrametric, if for any x, y, z P P , we have that dpx, zq ď
maxpdpx, yq,dpy, zqq. Notice, that this is a stronger version of the triangle inequality, which states
that dpx, zq ď dpx, yq ` dpy, zq.
It is well known, and easy to verify, that any (finite) ultrametric can be represented as 1-HST.
Lemma 4.5. Let M “ pP,dq be an ultrametric over n points with spread Φ. For any ε P p0, 1q,
one can compute a p1` εq-cover of M of depth Opε´1 log Φq.
Proof: Assume the minimum distance in P is 1. Let T be a 1-HST representing M. The leafs of
T are the points of P . Mark a vertex v P T , if ∆v ď p1 ` εqi ă ∆ppvq (the root is also marked),
for some integer i. Let C be the cover resulting by taking any marked node, and placing all the
points stored in its subtree in their own cluster. Since every path to the root in T contains at most
1` log1`ε Φ “ Opε´1 log Φq nodes, this also bounds the depth of the cover.
As for the quality, for any two points p, q P P , let v “ lcapp, qq in T , and let u be the lowest
ancestor of v that is marked. Observe that dpp, qq “ ∆v ď ∆u ď p1 ` εq∆v, which implies that C
is a p1` εq-cover.
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4.3. Cover for metrics
Let pX, dq be a metric space. A partition of X is a set Π of disjoint subsets of X such thatŤ
BPΠB “ X. Given a partition Π “ tC1, . . . , Cmu of X, we refer to the sets Ci as clusters. For a
point p P Π, we denote by Πppq the cluster of Π that contains p. We need the following partition
result, due to Fakcharoenphol et al. [FRT04].
Theorem 4.6 ([FRT04]). Let pP,dq be a finite metric space, ∆ be a prescribed parameter, and
n “ |P |. Then, one can compute, in polynomial time, a random partition Π of P , such that
(i) For any C P Π, we have diampCq ď ∆.
(ii) Let x P P be any point, and ν a parameter ď ∆{8. We have that Prbpx, νq Ę Πpxqs ď 8ν∆ lnn.
By using the above partitions Oplog nq times in each resolution, we get the following result.
Lemma 4.7. For a finite metric space M “ pP, dq with spread Φ, one can compute in polynomial
time a Oplog nq-cover of M of depth Oplog Φ log nq, and size Opn log Φ log nq, where n “ |P |.
Proof: Assume that the minimum distance in P is one, and the spread is Φ. Let ri “ 2i, for
i “ 1, . . . , 1` rlog Φs. For each radius ri, compute Oplog nq independent random partitions of M,
using the algorithm of Theorem 4.6, with diameter ∆i “ 16ri lnn. Let C be the union of all these
partitions.
The size and the depth of the cover follows readily from the number of partitions being com-
puted. As for the quality of the cover, consider any two points p, q P P , and let j be the index
such that rj´1 ă ν “ dpp, qq ď rj . The probability that p, q are in the same cluster for a specific
partition computed for the diameter ∆j , is bounded by the probability that bpp, νq is contained
inside a single cluster, and the probability for that is at least
1´ Prbpp, νq Ę Πppqs ě 1´ 8ν
∆j
lnn “ 1´ ν
2rj
ě 1
2
.
Since, for some constant c, the cover C contains c log n partitions for each resolution, it follows that,
with probability 1 ´ p1{2qc logn “ 1 ´ n´c, there is a partition of this resolution that contains p
and q in the same cluster C. We have that diampCq ď ∆j “ Opdpp, qq log nq, as desired. By using
the union bound, the above property holds for all pairs p, q P P simultaneously with probability at
least 1´ n2´c. Thus, c ą 2 suffices.
One can verify in polynomial time if the cover has the desired property. If it does not, the
algorithm recomputes the cover.
4.3.1. Better cover for general metrics
We need the following result.
Lemma 4.8 ([MN07]). Let pP,dq be an n-point metric space and k ě 1. Then there exists a
distribution over decreasing sequences of subsets P “ P0 Ľ P1 Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ľ Ps “ H (s itself is a
random variable), such that for all p ą ´1{k, we have E
”řs´1
j“1 |Pj |p
ı
ď max
´
k
1`pk , 1
¯
¨ np`1{k, and
such that for each j P rss there exists an ultrametric ρj on P satisfying for every p, q P P , that
ρjpp, qq ě dpp, qq, and if p P P and q P Pj´1zPj then ρjpp, qq ď Opkq ¨ dpp, qq.
By computing a cover for each ultrametric generated by the above lemma, we get the following.
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Lemma 4.9. For an n-point metric space M “ pP, dq with spread Φ, and a parameter k ą
1, one can compute, in polynomial time, a Opkq-cover of M of size Opn1`1{k log Φq and depth
Opkn1{k log Φq.
Proof: Using Lemma 4.8, for the parameter k, compute the sequence P “ P0 Ľ P1 Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ľ Ps “ H,
and the associated ultrametrics ρ1, . . . , ρs´1. We build a 1-HST Ti for ρi, when restricted to the set
Pi´1, for i “ 1, . . . , s´ 1. For every HST in this collection, we compute a 2-cover using Lemma 4.5.
Let C be the union of all these covers.
Since for every HST Ti the resulting cover has size Op|Pi| log Φq, then for p “ 1, by Lemma 4.8,
we have
E
”ÿ
i
|Pi| log Φ
ı
“ Opn1`1{k log Φq.
As for the quality of the cover, let p, q be any two points in P , and assume that p P Pi´1 and
q P Pi´1zPi. We have that ρipp, qq “ Opkq ¨dpp, qq, and since computed a 2-cover for this tree, there
is a cluster in the computed cover of double the diameter that contains both points.
The maximum depth, follows by using Lemma 4.8 with p “ 0. This implies that a point of Ps´1
participates in Opkn1`1{kq HSTs, and each cover of such an HST might contain an element at most
Oplog Φq times.
The bounds on the size and depth hold in expectation, and one can repeat the construction if
they exceed the desired size by (say) a factor of eight. In expectation, after a constant number of
iterations, the algorithm would compute a cover with the desired bounds.
4.4. Cover for trees
Using a tree separator, and applying it recursively, implies the following construction of covers for
trees.
Lemma 4.10. For a weighted tree metric T “ pP, dq, with spread Φ, and a parameter ε P p0, 1q,
one can compute in polynomial time a p2 ` εq-cover of T of depth Opε´1 log Φ log nq, and size
Opnε´1 log Φ log nq, where n “ |P |.
Proof: We assume the minimum distance in T is one. Find a separator node s in T such that
there is no connected component in T larger than n{2 after removing s. For i “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m “
rlog1`ε{2 Φs, define the sets P ps, iq “
 
p P P ˇˇ dps, pq ď p1` ε{2qi( . Now, continue recursively over
each connected component of T ´ s. The cover is the union of all the computed sets.
Since every element of P participates in at most m sets in each level of the recursion, the bound
on the depth and size is immediate.
As for the quality of the cover, consider two points p, q P P , and let s be the separator in the
recursion that separates them. Assume dps, pq ě dps, qq, and let j be the minimum index, such that
dps, pq ď p1` ε{2qj . We have that p, q P P ps, jq, and
dpp, qq ě dps, pq ě p1` ε{2qj´1 and diampP ps, jqq ď 2p1` ε{2qj .
As such, we have
diampP ps, jqq
dpp, qq ď
2p1` ε{2qj
p1` ε{2qj´1 “ 2` ε.
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4.5. Constructing covers for planar graphs
4.5.1. Preliminaries
The next lemma can be traced back to the work of Lipton and Tarjan [LT79], and we include a
sketch of the proof for completeness.
Lemma 4.11. Let H “ pP,Eq be a planar triangulated graph with non-negative edge weights.
There is a partition of P to three sets X,Y, Z, such that
(i) |X| ď p2{3qn and |Y | ď p2{3qn,
(ii) there is no edge between X and Y , and
(iii) Z is composed of two interior disjoint shortest paths that share one of their endpoints, and
an edge connecting their other two endpoints.
Proof: Fix an arbitrary vertex r1 P P and compute a shortest-path tree T , rooted at r1, of the
graph H. Notice, that for any vertex u P P , the unique path pipr1, uq from r1 to u in T is a shortest
path in H. Thus, for two points u, v P P , the set of points along the two shortest paths pipr, uq
and pipr, vq, where r is the lowest common ancestor of u and v in T , is a good candidate for the
separator set Z.
Observe, that any edge uv of H that is not part of T , forms a cycle with the edges of T .
Therefore, it implies a partition with X being the points outside of the cycle, Y being the points
inside the cycle, and Z being the points contained on the cycle. Since H is plane graph, there is
no edge between X and Y . See [LT79, Lemma 2] for a choice of the edge uv that satisfies the first
property.
Definition 4.12. For a metric space pX,dq and a parameter r, an r-net N is a maximal set of points
in X, such that
(i) for any two net points p, q P N , we have dpp, qq ą r, and
(ii) for any p P X, we have dpp,Nq “ minqPN dpp, qq ď r.
A net can be computed by repeatedly picking the point furthest away from the current net N ,
and adding it to the net if this distance is larger than r, and stopping otherwise. We denote a net
computed by this algorithm by netpX, rq.
The following lemma testifies that if we restrict the net to lie along a shortest path in the graph,
locally the cover it induces has depth as if the graph was one dimensional.
Lemma 4.13. Let G be a weighted graph, and let d be the shortest path metric it induces. Let pi
be a shortest path in G and let N “ netppi, rq Ď pi be a net computed for some distance r ą 0. For
some R ą 0, consider the set of balls B “ tbpp,Rq | p P Nu. For any point q P V pGq, we have that
the degree of q in B is at most 2R{r ` 1.
Proof: Let p1, . . . , pk be the points of N Xbpq,Rq sorted by their order along pi – these are the only
points that their balls in B would contain q. We have by the net definition that dppi, pi`1q ą r, for
all i. Since pi is a shortest path, we also have that
2R ě diampbpq,Rqq ě dpp1, pkq “
k´1ÿ
i“1
dppi, pi`1q ą pk ´ 1qr.
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4.5.2. Construction
Let ε P p0, 1q be an input parameter, and let G be the weighted input planar graph. We assume
that G is triangulated, as otherwise it can be triangulated (we also assume that we have its planar
embedding). Any new edge pq is assigned as weight the distance between its endpoints in the
original graph. This can be done in linear time. As usual, we assume that the minimum distance
in G is one, and its spread is Φ.
Let Z be the cycle separator given by Lemma 4.11 made out of two shortest paths pi1 and pi2.
Let p1, p2, p3 be the endpoints of these two paths.
For i “ 0, . . . ,m “ rlog1`ε{8 Φs, let Ni “ netppi1, εri{8q Y netppi2, εri{8q Y tp1, p2, p3u, where
ri “ p1` ε{8qi. The associated set of balls is
Bi “ tbpp, p1` ε{8qriq | p P Niu .
The resulting set of balls is BpZq “ Ťi Bi. We add the sets of BpZq to the cover, and continue
recursively on the connected components of G´ Z. Let C denote the resulting cover.
4.5.3. Analysis
Lemma 4.14. For any two vertices p, q P V pGq, we have that there is a cluster C P C, such that
p, q P C, and diampCq ď p2` εqdGpp, qq. That is, C is a p2` εq-cover of G.
Proof: Assume, for the simplicity of exposition, that p and q get separated in the top level of the
recursion (otherwise, apply the argument to the recursive call were they get separated). As such,
the shortest path between p and q must intersect the separator Z, say at a vertex v. Assume that
dGpp, vq ě dGpv, qq and that rj´1 ď dGpp, vq ď rj “ p1 ` ε{8qj . There is a point u P Nj within
distance εrj{8 from v. As such,
dGpp, uq ď dGpp, vq ` dGpv, uq ď p1` ε{8qj ` pε{8qp1` ε{8qj ď p1` ε{8qj`1,
which implies that p P b “ bpu, p1` ε{8qrjq. A similar argument shows that q is also in b.
Furthermore, we have that dpp, qq ě dpp, vq ě rj´1. Note that b P Bj Ď C. We have that
diampbq
dpp, qq ď
2p1` ε{8qrj
rj´1
“ 2p1` ε{8q2 ď 2` ε.
Lemma 4.15. The depth of C is Opε´2 log n log Φq.
Proof: Fix a vertex p. By Lemma 4.13, for each i, at most
3` 2
ˆ
2p1` ε{8qri
εri{8 ` 1
˙
“ Op1{εq.
balls of Bi contains p. The number of such sets is Oplog1`ε{8 Φq “ Opε´1 log Φq. The vertex p get
sent down to at most one recursive subproblem, and the recursion depth is Oplog nq. It follows that
depth of p is at most Opε´2 log Φ log nq.
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4.5.4. The result
Theorem 4.16. Let G be a weighted planar graph over n vertices with spread Φ. Then, given
a parameter ε P p0, 1q, one can construct a p2 ` εq-cover of G with depth Opε´2 log n log Φq in
polynomial time.
5. From covers to reliable spanners
5.1. The oblivious construction
Lemma 5.1. Let M “ pP,dq be a finite metric space, and let C be a ξ-cover of M of size s
and depth D. Then, one can construct an oblivious ϑ-reliable 2-hop 2ξ-spanner for M, of size
O`sDϑ log Dϑ ˘.
Proof: For each cluster C P C, we build the constellation graph described in Section 3.1, with
reliability parameter ψ “ ϑ{p2Dq. The resulting spanner is the union of all these graphs.
We construct the damaged set in two steps. Initially, we set B`1 “ H. Given an oblivious attack
B, a cluster C is a failed cluster, and its elements are added to B`1 , if |C XB| ě |C| {p1 ` ψq. In
such a cluster, we charge the adding of the elements of CzB to B`1 to the elements of C X B.
Observe that |CzB|
|C XB| ď
|C| ´ |C XB|
|C| {p1` ψq ď p1` ψq
´
1´ 1
1` ψ
¯
“ ψ.
Namely, every element of B X C pays at most ψ units for destroying C. Since an element can
participate in at most D clusters, it follows that
ˇˇ
B`1 zB
ˇˇ ď ψD |B| “ pϑ{2q |B|.
Now, every cluster C that had not failed, corresponds to a constellation, that has a damaged set
of points dmgpC,Bq, and loss |dmgpC,BqzB|. The expected loss for this cluster is at most ψ |B X C|,
by Lemma 3.1. Now, we set B` “ B`1 Y
Ť
CPC dmgpC,Bq. Observe that
ř
CPC |B X C| ď D |B|. It
follows that
E
“ˇˇ
B`zB ˇˇ‰ ď ϑ
2
|B| `
ÿ
CPC
Er|dmgpC,BqzB|s ď ϑ
2
|B| `
ÿ
CPC
ψ |B X C| ď ϑ
2
|B| ` ψD |B| “ ϑ |B| .
As for the number of edges in the resulting graph, we haveÿ
CPC
Op|C|ψ´1 logψ´1q “ Opsψ´1 logψ´1q “ O
´
s
D
ϑ
log
D
ϑ
¯
.
Finally, for any two points p, q P P zB`, there exists a non-failed cluster C P C that contains
both points, such that diampCq ď ξdpp, qq. As such, the two hops in the resulting graph are going
to be of length at most 2diampCq ď 2ξdpp, qq.
5.2. The deterministic construction
Lemma 5.2. Let M “ pP,dq be a finite metric space over n points, and let C be a ξ-cover of it
of depth D and size s. Then, for any integer t ě 1, one can construct a ϑ-reliable p2t ´ 1q-hop
p2t´ 1qξ-spanner for M, of size Opϑ´2tD2sn1{tq.
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Proof: For every cluster C P C, the algorithm constructs the graph of Theorem 3.10 on C, denoted
by GpCq, with reliability parameter ψ “ ϑ{p2Dq. Let G be the graph which is the union of all these
graphs. Arguing as in Lemma 5.1, we get that the damaged set B` is of size at most p1` ϑq |B|.
As for the distance quality, for any two points p, q P P zB`, we have that there exists a cluster
C P C, such that p, q P C, and
diampCq{ξ ď dpp, qq ď diampCq.
Furthermore, by Theorem 3.10, we have
dG´Bpp, qq ď dGpCq´Bpp, qq ď p2t´ 1qdiampCq ď p2t´ 1qξ ¨ dpp, qq.
and this path is realized by 2t´ 1 hops.
Let ni be the size of the ith cluster, for i “ 1, . . . ,m “ |C|. The number of edges in G is bounded
by Opψ´2tNq “ OpD2ϑ´2tNq, where
N “
mÿ
i“1
n
1`1{t
i “
mÿ
i“1
n
1{t
i ni ď pmaxi n
1{t
i q
mÿ
i“1
ni ď n1{ts,
since
ř
i ni “ s, and maxi ni ď n. We conclude that the total number of edges in the graph is
Opϑ´2tD2sn1{tq.
5.3. Applications
5.3.1. General metrics
Lemma 5.3. Let M “ pP,dq be a finite metric over n points of spread Φ, and let ϑ P p0, 1q be a
parameter. Then, one can build an oblivious ϑ-reliable Oplog nq-spanner for M with
O`ϑ´1n log2 n log2 Φ log log n log Φ
ϑ
˘
edges.
Alternatively, for any integer k ą 0, one can build an oblivious ϑ-reliable Opkq-spanner for M
with O`ϑ´1kn1`1{k log2 Φ log nϑ˘ edges.
Proof: By Lemma 4.7, M has a ξ “ Oplog nq-cover with depth D “ Oplog Φ log nq and size OpnDq
that can be computed in polynomial time. Plugging this cover into the construction of Lemma 5.1,
yields a 2-hop 2ξ-spanner for M, of size O`nD2ϑ log Dϑ ˘ “ O`ϑ´1n log2 n log2 Φ log logn log Φϑ ˘.
The second, stronger result, follows by using Lemma 4.9 to compute a Opkq-cover of size
Opn1`1{2k log Φq and depth D “ Opkn1{2k log Φq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.1 yields an oblivious
ϑ-reliable Opkq-spanner with O`ϑ´1kn1`2{2k log2 Φ log nϑ˘ edges.
Lemma 5.4. Let M “ pP,dq be a finite metric over n points of spread Φ, and let ϑ P p0, 1q
and t ě 1 integer be parameters. Then, one can build a ϑ-reliable Opt log nq-spanner for M with
Opϑ´2tn1`1{t log3 Φ log3 nq edges.
Alternatively, for any k ą 1, one can build a ϑ-reliable Opk2q-spanner for M of size
Opϑ´2k3n1`1{k log3 Φq.
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Proof: By Lemma 4.7, M has a ξ “ Oplog nq-cover with depth D “ Oplog Φ log nq and size OpnDq
that can be computed in polynomial time. Plugging this cover into the construction of Lemma 5.2,
we get a ϑ-reliable p2t´ 1qξ-spanner for M, with Opϑ´2tD3n1`1{tq “ Opϑ´2t ¨ n1`1{t log3 Φ log3 nq
edges.
The second result follows by using Lemma 4.9 to compute a Opkq-cover of size s and depth D,
where
s “ Opn1`1{3k log Φq and D “ Opkn1{3k log Φq.
Plugging this into Lemma 5.2, with t “ 3k, yields a ϑ-reliable Opk2q-spanner with the number of
edges being Opϑ´2tD2sn1{tq “ Opϑ´2k3n1`1{k log3 Φq.
5.3.2. Ultrametrics
Lemma 5.5. Let M “ pP,dq be an ultrametric over n points with spread Φ, and let ϑ, ε P
p0, 1q be parameters. Then, one can build an oblivious ϑ-reliable p2 ` εq-spanner for M with
O`ϑ´1ε´2n log2 Φ log log Φϑε ˘ edges.
Proof: By Lemma 4.5, one can build a p1 ` ε{2q-cover of M of depth D “ Opε´1 log Φq and size
OpnDq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.1 yields an oblivious ϑ-reliable 2-hop p2` εq-spanner for M,
of size
O
´nD2
ϑ
log
D
ϑ
¯
“ O
´
ϑ´1ε´2n log2 Φ log log Φ
ϑε
¯
.
Lemma 5.6. Let M “ pP,dq be an ultrametric over n points with spread Φ, and let ϑ, ε P p0, 1q,
and t P N be parameters. Then, one can build a ϑ-reliable pp2 ` εqt ´ 1q-spanner for M of size
Opϑ´2ε´3t ¨ n1`1{t log3 Φq.
Proof: By Lemma 4.5, one can build a ξ “ p1 ` ε{2q-cover of M of depth D “ Opε´1 log Φq and
size OpnDq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.2 yields a deterministic ϑ-reliable p2t ´ 1qξ-spanner for
M, of size
Opϑ´2tD3n1`1{tq “ Opϑ´2ε´3t ¨ n1`1{t log3 Φq.
5.3.3. Tree metrics
Lemma 5.7. Let M “ pP,dq be a tree metric over n points with spread Φ, and let ϑ, ε P p0, 1q be pa-
rameters. Then, one can build an oblivious ϑ-reliable p3`εq-spanner for M with O`ϑ´1ε´2n polylogpn,Φq˘
edges, where polylogpn,Φq “ log2 n log2 Φ log log Φ lognϑε .
Proof: By Lemma 4.10, one can build a p2 ` ε{2q-cover of T of depth D “ Opε´1 log Φ log nq and
size OpnDq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.1 yields an oblivious ϑ-reliable 2-hop p4` εq-spanner for
M, of size
O
´nD2
ϑ
log
D
ϑ
¯
“ O
´
ϑ´1ε´2n log2 n log2 Φ log log Φ log n
ϑε
¯
.
To get the improved bound on the dilation, let p, q P P be two points and let C P C be the
cluster such that p, q P C and diampCq ď p2 ` εqdpp, qq. By construction, for the separator node
s P C, we have dps, zq ď diampCq{2 for all z P C. Observe, that the (shortest) path between p and
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q in T passes through s. Thus, using the triangle inequality, the length of a 2-hop path between p
and q via z P C can be bounded by
dpp, zq ` dpz, qq ď dpp, sq ` 2dps, zq ` dps, qq ď dpp, qq ` 2diampCq{2 ď p3` εqdpp, qq.
Lemma 5.8. Let M “ pP,dq be a tree metric over n points with spread Φ, and let ϑ, ε P p0, 1q,
and t P N be parameters. Then, one can build a ϑ-reliable pp4 ` εqt ´ 3q-spanner for M of size
Opϑ´2ε´3t ¨ n1`1{t log3 n log3 Φq.
Proof: By Lemma 4.10, one can build a ξ “ p2 ` ε{2q-cover of T of depth D “ Opε´1 log Φ log nq
and size OpnDq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.2 yields a deterministic ϑ-reliable p2t ´ 1qξ-spanner
for M, of size
Opϑ´2tD3n1`1{tq “ Opϑ´2ε´3t ¨ n1`1{t log3 n log3 Φq.
To get the improved bound on the dilation, consider a p2t´1q-hop path p “ p0, p1, . . . , p2t´1 “ q,
such that pi P C, for all i, for some cluster C. We have
2t´2ÿ
i“0
dppi, pi`1q “ dpp, p1q ` dpp2t´2, qq `
2t´3ÿ
i“1
dppi, pi`1q
ď dpp, sq ` dps, p1q ` dpp2t´2, sq ` dps, qq ` p2t´ 3qdiampCq
ď dpp, qq ` p2t´ 2qdiampCq ď p1` ξp2t´ 2qq ¨ dpp, qq
for the length of the path. Thus, by using 2` ε{2 for the cover quality, we get
1` p2t´ 2qp2` ε{2q “ p4` εqt´ 3´ ε ď p4` εqt´ 3.
5.3.4. Planar graphs
Lemma 5.9. Let G be a weighted planar graph with n vertices and spread Φ. Furthermore, let
ϑ, ε P p0, 1q be parameters. Then, one can build an oblivious ϑ-reliable p3 ` εq-spanner for G with
O`ϑ´1ε´4n polylogpn,Φq˘ edges, where polylogpn,Φq “ log2 n log2 Φ log log Φ lognϑε .
Proof: By Theorem 4.16, one can build a p2` ε{2q-cover of G of depth D “ Opε´2 log Φ log nq and
size OpnDq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.1 yields an oblivious ϑ-reliable 2-hop p4` εq-spanner for
G, of size O
´
nD2
ϑ log
D
ϑ
¯
“ O
´
ϑ´1ε´4n log2 n log2 Φ log log Φ lognϑε
¯
.
We next show the improved bound on the dilation. Using the notation from Lemma 4.14, for a
pair of points p, q P P , there is a cluster C P C, such that p, q P C and diampCq ď p2`εqdpp, qq. Let
v be the point where the cycle separator and the shortest path between p and q intersect. Notice,
that for the center point u P C we have dpu, zq ď diampCq{2, for all z P C. Furthermore, for some
j, we have
dpu, vq
dpp, qq ď
εrj{8
rj´1
“ ε
8
´
1` ε
8
¯
ď ε
4
.
Thus, the length of a 2-hop path between p and q via z P C can be bounded by
dpp, zq ` dpz, qq ď dpp, vq ` 2dpv, uq ` 2dpu, zq ` dpv, qq ď dpp, qq ` 2ε
4
dpp, qq ` 2diampCq{2
ď
´
1` ε
2
` 2` ε
¯
dpp, qq ď p3` 2εqdpp, qq.
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Lemma 5.10. Let G be a weighted planar graph with n vertices and spread Φ. Furthermore, let
ϑ, ε P p0, 1q and t P N be parameters. Then, one can build a deterministic ϑ-reliable pp4` εqt´ 3q-
spanner for G of size Opϑ´2ε´6t ¨ n1`1{t log3 n log3 Φq.
Proof: Let ξ “ 2 ` ε{2. By Theorem 4.16, one can build a ξ-cover of G of size OpnDq, where the
depth is D “ Opε´2 log Φ log nq. Plugging this into Lemma 5.2 yields a deterministic ϑ-reliable
p2t´ 1qξ-spanner for M, of size Opϑ´2tD3n1`1{tq “ Opϑ´2ε´6t ¨ n1`1{t log3 n log3 Φq.
The improved dilation follows by using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.9 and
Lemma 5.8.
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